THE   STAGE   AND   THE   PLAYERS
But now, at any rate,—I speak of '89 or '90—there
was unmistakably some centripetal force at work, some
mysterious,   coactive   influence  that was   grouping  the
various actors on the stage, the stage being a certain
pretty well defined area in the West End of London:
Lane from the Railway Clearing House, Mathews from
his   snug  little   bookshop   in   Cathedral   Yard,   Exeter
(they were the two stage-managers), Beardsley from his
insurance office, Le Gallienne from clerking it in Liver-
pool,  Davidson from his schoolmastering in  Scotland,
Francis Thompson (the one  decisively great figure of
them all) from the gutter, Rothenstein from Bradford—
all were arriving, or soon would be arriving, on that
scene of which the centre, the focusing point, was the
little  bookshop  in  Vigo   Street,—all  these  and  many
more, drawn by the hidden but irresistible influence of
some magic power, were converging towards that stage
on which they were destined to enact their several parts.
That shop—what a poky little den it was!    A room
about sixteen feet square, lined from floor to ceiling with
second-hand   books—the   'choice   and   rare   editions'—
which Mathews and Lane had contributed, each from
his own collection, a wooden screen or partition behind
which at a sloping desk sat Roland Clarke and myself
perched on a couple of high stools.     Clarke was the
cashier and I the Idle Apprentice.    Below our stools
was a trap-door leading to the 'usual offices', a black,
malodorous  cellar into  which  no  daylight ever  pene-
trated,   the   home   of  beetles   and   spiders   and   other
creatures of the night.
The beginning of the whole thing was that collection
of poems by Richard Le Gallienne which he called
Volumes in Folio, beautifully printed on hand-made paper,
with untrimmed edges and bound as I have already
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